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Political economists agree that a trade-off exists between equality and efficiency. Using a hypothetical society paradigm, we manipulated the mean income (representing efficiency) and income variability (representing equality) of distributions of wealth and the correlation between wealth and effort within a society. Subjects made all pairwise comparisons of distributions within societies of differing meritocracy. A “maximin” principle best described trade-off resolution strategies when effort and outcome were weakly linked; People maximized the minimum standard of living within a society. A compromise principle best described preferences when income was tightly linked to effort; People rejected distributions in which some citizens fell below the “poverty line” but maximized efficiency above this constraint. Ideological polarization was pronounced under moderate meritocracy; here liberals could focus on the role of chance and conservatives on the role of effort and ability.

A central tension in theories of distributive justice is the trade-off between equality of wealth distribution and efficiency of wealth generation (see Bowie, 1971; McConnell, 1987; Okun, 1975). On the one hand, to promote social equality, most political economists deem it necessary to provide compensatory welfare programs favoring the disadvantaged and funded by the advantaged. These egalitarian measures create economic inefficiencies because the redistribution process inevitably involves “leakage” caused by human error, fraud, and the complex bureaucratic agencies required to implement social programs. In addition, funds are diverted from entrepreneurial activity, and disincentives to provide for oneself are produced. On the other hand, to promote efficiency, most political economists deem it necessary to reduce regulation and taxation to permit capital to flow freely into the most productive investments. Reduced government revenue and regulation generally translate into less welfare spending and less protection for those least equipped to fend for themselves in a free-market society.

Social scientists disagree over the functional form of the equality-efficiency trade-off. It is unclear how much efficiency is lost for any given increment in equality (cf. Bauer, 1981; Davis & Moore, 1945; Friedman, 1962; Kuttner, 1984; Okun, 1975; Thurov, 1980). There is wide agreement however, among both political economists and ordinary people, that equality and efficiency are often in conflict with each other (see Cook & Pearlman, 1981; Dahrendorf, 1988; Hochschild, 1981; Verba & Orren, 1985; but also see Deutsch, 1989, for a dissenting voice).

Possible Resolutions of the Trade-Offs

Equality-efficiency trade-offs have important psychological implications. People confront a painful choice: How much inequality or inefficiency are they willing to tolerate? We identify three broad perspectives on people’s preferences for equality and efficiency.

Value-Guided Perspective

One possibility is that in the course of socialization, people acquire relatively stable preferences for equality and efficiency that serve cognitive appraisal functions. Equality is an important organizing principle in liberal and social democratic ideology, as are efficiency and economic liberty in conservative and laissez-faire ideology (McClosky & Zaller, 1984). Thus, liberals may use the impact of government action on equality as a cue for whether they should support or oppose particular policies and likewise for conservatives and efficiency cues. Accordingly, Rohrbaugh, McClelland, and Quinn (1980) found that conservatives emphasized overall utility (the efficiency of collective outcomes) in judging the “favorableness” of different labor-management contracts, whereas liberals emphasized equality (minimizing the difference between outcomes of parties) in their favorableness ratings. Rasinski (1987) reported that people valuing egalitarianism, as opposed to proportionality (eq-

1Actually, four general orientations can be identified. The fourth, a simple self-interest approach, maintains that people will advocate those government policies that they believe will most benefit themselves and their social group. The poor should favor greater regulation and greater equality; the wealthy should favor less interference in their financial affairs and less equality. Although direct links between immediate personal interests and policy preferences are tenuous, group interests are more predictive of policy preferences (see Sniderman & Tetlock, 1986). The role of economic self-interest in deciding between equality and efficiency, although theoretically important, was diminished greatly in our research because we examined people’s ideas about distributive justice free of material incentives.
Compromise Perspective

Boulding (1962) offered a second perspective on the equality-efficiency problem. He argued that societies continually compromise between these two goals. To avoid alienating the disadvantaged, people favor redistribution to satisfy basic needs and provide opportunities to become self-reliant; beyond providing these basic programs, however, people desire a distribution of rewards that are based on merit. This analysis implies a dynamic tension between the goals of promoting productivity and equality. As Boulding (1962) put it:

> We face the dilemma . . . that if everyone gets his deserts, some may be driven from the table; and if everyone comes to the table, some may not get their deserts. In practice, this seems to be resolved by the establishment of a social minimum as reflected, for instance, in the poor law; in social security; and in various welfare services. The principle of desert may come into play above this social minimum. That is to say, society lays a modest table at which all can sup and a high table at which the deserving can feast.

(p. 83)

There is considerable empirical support for Boulding's (1962) propositions. Mellers (1982) found that subjects used a context-dependent merit rule to set "fair" salaries but that salary levels were constrained by a floor paralleling the stated poverty line. Frohlich, Oppenheimer, and Eavey (1987; see also Frohlich & Oppenheimer, 1990) found that experimental groups allocated rewards according to a rule that maximized average income but that did not allow any group member to fall below a certain income level. Alves and Rossi (1978; see also Jasso & Rossi, 1977) reported fairness ratings of the distribution of incomes of fictitious families that corresponded to Boulding's predictions (i.e., incomes were considered fair when earned or when above a welfare minimum). Interview data (Rainwater, 1974) and historical research (Moore, 1978) provide additional support for Boulding's hypotheses.

Rawls's Maximin Principle

A third perspective derives from Rawls's theory of social justice, which maintains that people in the primordial "original position" would choose to organize their society so as to maximize the incomes of the poorest citizens (the maximin principle: Rawls, 1971). In a widely cited thought experiment, Rawls argued that if people were placed behind a "veil of ignorance" so that no one knew of their future standing in society, then everyone would agree to maximize the standard of living of the least fortunate. People will converge on this maximin solution, according to Rawls, because they fear they may be assigned to the bottom of the social ladder and because it is rational (albeit highly risk averse) to maximize the resources one would have in the event one landed in this position (i.e., everyone tries to ensure themselves against the worst-case outcome). It is important to note that maximin subordinates the goals of both efficiency and absolute equality. Maximin precludes both increments in efficiency that benefit only the rich and increments in equality that enhance the relative but diminish the absolute standard of living of the poor.

Little empirical support for Rawls's (1971) theory of justice has been generated (cf. Curtis, 1979; Frohlich et al., 1987; but also see Brickman, 1977; Schulz & May, 1989), but this is not surprising given that it is a purely normative theory that relies on intuitions about how people would act in the empirically unattainable original position. Even approximating the original position in the laboratory is not possible (although researchers have made ingenious attempts) because Rawls's veil of ignorance requires depriving people not only of knowledge of their position in society but also of knowledge about themselves: their intelligence, basic risk preferences, talents, and so forth (see Rawls, 1971, pp. 136–142). The lack of experimental support for maximin is thus not seriously damaging to Rawls's normative theory of justice (cf. Brickman, 1977).

Comparing the Orientations

None of the aforementioned research has specifically studied how people make trade-offs between equality and efficiency to reach judgments of justice. In this research we examine whether a compromise orientation as suggested by Boulding (1962), a maximin orientation derived from Rawls (1971), or a value-guided orientation would better describe how people resolve this trade-off. To compare these trade-off approaches, we had subjects judge the fairness of income distributions in hypothetical societies in which we experimentally eliminated any role of material self-interest and manipulated the degree to which values actually came into conflict. That is, we created alternative hypothetical societies with varying efficiency of wealth generation and equality of wealth distribution and required subjects to judge the relative fairness of the societies; we then compared the behavior of the subjects with the ideal pattern of behavior predicted by each orientation.

The ability to manipulate value conflict is especially important because of the well-documented tendency of people to avoid value trade-offs (Abelson & Levi, 1985; Einhorn & Hogarth, 1981; Festinger, 1957; Slovic, 1975; Tetlock & Mcguire, 1986). For a host of mutually reinforcing reasons—cognitive, emotional, and political—people do not like to acknowledge tension between cherished values and expend considerable effort to define situations so that a clear-cut dominant option emerges. In the present context, for example, egalitarians might argue that higher taxes to help the poor promote efficiency by expanding the productive labor pool, reducing crime, and so on. Alternatively, libertarians might argue that the best way to help the poor is to give free rein to market forces that will in turn lead to vigorous job creation and price competition. Our goal here was not to resolve these well-rehearsed arguments of political economy but to create an experimental paradigm that would allow us to observe the choices people make when their factual judgments about the impact of policies are not confounded with their value judgments about a just world.

The hypothetical society paradigm allowed us to achieve this goal. In the present case, we described a series of societies in which "econometric studies" had determined (beyond reasonable doubt) what effect various policies would have on the income distributions. Some policies emphasized efficiency (the overall standard of living); others emphasized equality (the difference in average income between classes). The task of subjects was to compare the income distributions that resulted from
these policies and to decide which distributions would be best for the people of this society.

The income distributions used in Studies 1 and 3 are shown in Table 1. In comparing pairs of distributions, subjects had to choose between different levels of equality and efficiency as operationalized in terms of the income variability and average prosperity of the income distribution in this society, respectively. It should be noted that efficiency is defined here to be a move toward greater overall prosperity in society (i.e., a move toward Pareto optimality in that no individual's wealth decreases and at least one individual's wealth increases with such a move; see McConnell, 1987, chap. 38, on wealth maximization as one conception of efficiency; see also Dworkin, 1980; Hovenkamp, 1990a, 1990b; Posner, 1977, 1980).

Table 2 shows the predicted fairness rankings of societies ranging from 1 (least fair) to 9 (most fair) for the compromise, maximin, and value-guided perspectives. The compromise position predicts that subjects will least favor the three distributions ranked 2 because they allow some citizens to slip below the poverty line; above this floor constraint, the theory predicts that subjects will maximize efficiency. All of the distributions with high efficiency, ranked 8, are higher than those with medium efficiency, ranked 5.5, or low efficiency, ranked 4.

The maximin strategy entails a ranking of distributions according to income level of the lowest quarter. The society with the lowest average income in the bottom quarter is ranked 1, and the society with the highest average income in the bottom quarter is ranked 9.

The value-guided position predicts two rankings that are dependent on political orientation: (a) Egalitarians will maximize overall equality, such that high-equality distributions are of a higher rank than moderate-equality distributions, which are of a higher rank than low-equality distributions; (b) if utility is assumed to be equal to income, utilitarians will maximize efficiency, such that high-efficiency distributions are of a higher rank than moderate-efficiency distributions, which are of a higher rank than low-efficiency distributions.

Another version of the value-guided approach suggests that egalitarians and utilitarians use both equality and efficiency dimensions in a lexicographic fashion to conserve cognitive effort. For example, egalitarians might distinguish among societies with high equality on the basis of efficiency. Those with high efficiency would be ranked higher than those with low efficiency. Thus, the first row in the predicted table for egalitarians would be 7, 8, and 9 rather than 8, 8, and 8, and so on for the second and third rows.

### Table 2

**Predicted Rankings of Distributions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>Mean income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Low</strong></td>
<td><strong>Medium</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compromise theory</td>
<td>Low: 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum theory</td>
<td>Low: 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium: 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-guided theory: Egalitarianism</td>
<td>Low: 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium: 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value-guided theory: Utilitarianism</td>
<td>Low: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High: 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** A value of 1 represents the least preferred income distribution, and 9 represents the most preferred.

### Table 1

**Income Distributions for Studies 1 and 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income variability (equality) by quarter</th>
<th>Mean income (efficiency)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low*</td>
<td>Low: 13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23,000: 26,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35,000: 38,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75,000: 78,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium*</td>
<td>9,000: 12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19,000: 22,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>39,000: 42,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>79,000: 82,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High*</td>
<td>5,000: 8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15,000: 18,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43,000: 46,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>83,000: 86,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>36,500: 39,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** Numbers represent average income (in dollars) within a quarter.

*SD = 27,197.  *SD = 30,957.  *SD = 34,924.
should increase. Similarly, utilitarians may relinquish their singular focus on efficiency when it becomes apparent that there is no reliable basis for predicting who will benefit from increased efficiency (in the low-meritocracy condition); under these conditions, it becomes difficult to defend why some should live in relative luxury while others are destitute. Likewise, egalitarians may find it difficult to argue for an equal distribution of wealth when there is a clear relationship between effort and achievement (in the high-meritocracy condition) and may increase their support for efficiency; under these conditions, the limits on upward mobility reside primarily in the person, not the society. Rawls (1971), on the other hand, posited that welfare of the lowest class will be foremost in individuals' minds regardless of the relationship between effort and social standing, thus implying no effects for meritocracy for those endorsing the maximin principle.

Overview

In three different studies, we varied the degree to which individual effort and ability determined economic standing (i.e., the meritocracy of the hypothetical society). In Study 1, different groups of subjects were given three different versions of the description of this society. They were informed that hard work was rewarded either 10%, 50%, or 90% of the time. Subjects in each meritocracy condition made comparisons of the hypothetical income distributions shown in Table 1. In this way we examined whether the three theories would be differentially applicable across meritocracy conditions.

In two additional studies we further tested the limiting conditions on trade-off strategies. Study 2 examined the possibility of a ceiling effect on concern for the upper class (i.e., the psychological point of "sufficient wealth" might have been passed by this upper class in the original set of income distributions, thereby diminishing concern about changes above this point). Alternatively, there could have been a concern about the excessive concentration of wealth in the top class. If either is the case, lowering the mean income for the top class should make concern for these families more acceptable and increase attention to the overall shape of the income distribution. That is, by reducing the wealth of the top income distribution, both the concentration of wealth in this class and the disparity of this class from others are lessened; thus, if either factor affected judgments, its effects would be mitigated in this study. Table 3 shows the distributions compared in Study 2.

Study 3 makes societal background conditions highly salient through the use of a within-subjects design in which each subject is exposed to the full range of meritocracy manipulations. Continued use of a particular strategy across the three meritocracy conditions, as well as across the three studies, would be a forceful demonstration of the psychological power and generality of that specific trade-off strategy. Shifts in trade-offs as a function of situational conditions would illustrate the context dependence of people's notions of justice.

Method

Subjects were given information about a hypothetical society, Alpha, and other possible societies that could result if different governmental plans were implemented to restructure society. Societies, described in...
distributions shown in Table 1. Subjects were presented with pairs of
pairs (and the original society) and voted for the one within each pair
they believed to be best for Alpha.

Stimuli and procedure Income distributions were constructed
from a factorial design of income variability (operationalized in terms
of income standard deviation) and average income for the entire soci-
ety (operationalized in terms of average income). Income variability
(equality) was low, medium, or high ($27,197, $30,957, or $34,924).
Average income (efficiency) was also low, medium, or high ($35,300,
$39,500, or $42,500). Meritocracy in the societies was manipulated
between subjects and was described in terms of the proportion of in-
come accounted for by individual effort and ability. Meritocracy levels
were low, medium, or high. That is, 10%, 50%, or 90% of the income
variance was determined by effort and ability.

Subjects first completed an Authoritarianism scale (from Alte-
meyer, 1981) and Political Orientation scales (from Costantini &
Craik, 1980; Rasinski, 1987) and answered questions concerning class,
race or ethnicity, and sex. Subjects then were randomly assigned to
one of three meritocracy conditions. They read the description of the
hypothetical society and took a quick “knowledge test.” Once they
understood the task, they compared all nine distributions with each
other. The order of income distribution pairs was counterbalanced
across subjects using two Latin-square designs.

Following the comparisons, subjects completed a brief question-
naire about the importance of equality and efficiency in their judg-
ments. Subjects allotted 100 points between equality and efficiency to
reflect their relative concern for the two values during their compar-
sions. Finally, subjects completed the Rotter Value Survey (Rotter,
1973). After the experiment, the subjects were thoroughly debriefed.

Participants. Forty-six students from the University of California,
Berkeley, and 23 students from Southern Illinois University at Ed-
wardsville received credit in a lower division psychology course for
their participation. They were run individually in groups ranging from
2 to 10 people, with 23 subjects serving in each meritocracy condition.

Study 2

Study 2 was identical to Study 1, with two exceptions. First, subjects
completed a Protestant ethic scale (Mirels & Garret, 1971, as adapted
by Katz & Hass, 1988) instead of the Authoritarianism scale used in
Study 1. Second, the mean incomes of the top quarter of all nine societ-
ies were reduced by $20,000. Table 3 shows the nine income distribu-
tions used in Study 2. Forty-two students from the University of Califor-
nia received credit in a lower division psychology course for their par-
ticipation, with 14 subjects serving in each meritocracy condition.

Study 3

Study 3 resembled Study 1, except that meritocracy was manipulated
using a within-subjects design and the Protestant ethic scale was sub-
stituted for the Authoritarianism scale. After completing the prelimi-
ary scales, subjects were exposed to three sets of societies. The societ-
ies varied only in terms of meritocracy. Income distributions were the
same across all three sets of societies and were identical to those in
Study 1 (see Table 1), but the percentage of income explained by individ-
ual effort and ability was 10%, 50%, or 90%. After reading the descrip-
tion for each level of meritocracy, subjects simply rank ordered the societ-
ies from best to worst for the people of the society. Thus, subjects
were presented with all nine income distributions and ranked them
from 1 (best) to 9 (worst). The order of presentation of meritocracy level
was counterbalanced, as was the order of income distributions to be
ranked. Thirty University of California undergraduates participated in
Study 3.

Results

Did Subjects Make Trade-Offs?

For each subject, a ranking over income distributions was
computed by counting the number of times that one distribu-
tion was preferred to the other income distributions. Scores
could range from 0 to 8. The higher the score, the greater the
preference for that income distribution.

To investigate whether subjects made trade-offs, it was neces-
sary to determine whether subjects had rankings consistent
with lexicographic orderings. A lexicographic ordering over in-
come distributions could occur as follows: All societies with
high efficiency were ranked above those with medium effi-
ciency, and all income distributions with medium efficiency
were above those with low levels. A similar ordering could be
determined for equality. All societies with high equality were
ranked above those with medium equality, and all income dis-
tributions with medium equality were ranked higher than
those with low levels. Lexicographic orderings for both equality
and efficiency were examined. If subjects had rankings that
were inconsistent with either of the two lexicographic orderings,
then it was assumed that those subjects made trade-offs be-
 tween measures of equality and efficiency.

In Study 1, 75% of the subjects had rankings that were in-
consistent with the lexicographic orderings. In Study 2, wherein
the average income in the highest quarter of all of the income
distributions was reduced by $20,000, 85% of the subjects had
rankings that were inconsistent with the lexicographic order-
ings. In Study 3, wherein meritocracy was a within-subjects variable, 98% of the rankings were inconsistent with the lexi-
ographic orderings. Thus, the majority of subjects in all three
studies appeared to make trade-offs between equality and effi-
ciency.

It could be argued that these percentages were misleadingly
high because they did not allow any degree of error or inconsis-
tency in applying the lexicographic rules. Therefore, subjects
whose rankings were almost consistent with a lexicographic
order were reclassified. Whenever a subject’s ranking could be
converted to a lexicographic order by reversing the rank orders
of two adjacent ranks (e.g., 1 or 2, 2 or 3), that subject was
assigned to the lexicographic group. With this revised count,

Subjects completed attitude and personality scales prior to the ma-
nipulation to avoid any effect of the manipulation on answers. An
assessment was made that, given the content of these scales, the
chances of a carryover from the manipulation to the scales were
greater than vice versa.

The “knowledge test” required subjects to state the (a) average in-
come in the four quarters in Alpha, (b) poverty level, (c) percentage of
societal members at or below the poverty line, (d) level of meritocracy,
and (e) two factors of greatest concern to politicians of Alpha (equality
and efficiency—prosperity). Finally, subjects were checked to make sure
that they understood that the debate was over the social and moral
desirability of the outcomes and not over the effects of proposed plans.
All subjects passed the knowledge test.

This scale was given last to avoid priming subjects’ ratings of the
relative importance of equality and prosperity before making paired
comparisons because these values are included in the Rotter Value
Survey. That is, for this scale, the threat of carryover from the scale to
the manipulation was deemed greater than vice versa.
62%, 67%, and 89% of the rankings were inconsistent with a lexicographic order in Studies 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Even with this relaxed criterion, the majority of subjects appeared to make trade-offs between measures of equality and efficiency.

**Did the Maximin or Compromise Orientation Account for More Variance?**

Table 4 shows correlations among predicted rankings based on the compromise perspective, maximin perspective, and two versions of the value-guided perspectives: egalitarianism and utilitarianism. Note that the maximin theory is highly correlated with egalitarianism ($r = .84$) and that the compromise theory is highly correlated with utilitarianism ($r = .86$). These correlations were too high to permit tests that would decisively distinguish among orientations. Therefore, further tests were done between the maximin and compromise strategies, which were only slightly correlated ($r = .19$). Versions of the value-guided approach were tested by examining correlations between political opinions and preferences for income distributions.

Individual rankings in each meritocracy condition were correlated with the predicted rankings for maximin and compromise orientations. In Study 1, 83%, 70%, and 65% of the subjects had rankings that correlated more highly with the maximin approach than the compromise approach when meritocracy was low, medium, and high, respectively. In Study 2, 86%, 57%, and 51% of the subjects had rankings that correlated significantly more highly with the maximin approach than the compromise approach when meritocracy was low, medium, and high, respectively. $X^2(2, N = 42) = 8.4$. Lowering the income of the top quarter in the income distributions by $20,000 did not erode support for the maximin solution. Thus, in both Studies 1 and 2, the majority of subjects had rankings that were better described by the maximin principle than the compromise principle in the low-, medium-, and high-meritocracy conditions. However, the percentage of subjects best described by the maximin orientation tended to decrease as meritocracy increased. Moreover, support for the compromise orientation increased as that for maximin declined.

In Study 3, wherein meritocracy was a within-subjects variable, 77%, 63%, and 27% of the subjects had rankings that correlated significantly more highly with the maximin strategy than the compromise strategy when meritocracy was low, medium, and high, respectively. $X^2(2, N = 30) = 6.64$. When meritocracy was low, the majority of individual rankings were better described by maximin; subjects’ rankings correlated more highly with equality than efficiency. When meritocracy was high, the majority of subjects had rankings that were better described by compromise; rankings correlated more highly with efficiency than equality. In short, as the salience of the relationship between effort and outcomes increased, subjects shifted from a maximin strategy to a compromise strategy that continued to set a safety net for income but that better rewarded effort.

**What Types of People Preferred the Maximin Versus Compromise Rule?**

Although our subject population was somewhat skewed toward the left on some measures (median scores of $-10$ on a $-44$ to $44$ liberalism–conservative scale and $-9$ on a $-18$ to $18$ egalitarianism–individualism scale), this was not so for all measures (median scores of $6$ on a $-66$ to $66$ Authoritarianism scale and $4$ on $1$ to $7$ Democrat–Republican and liberal–conservative self-placement scales). Attitudinal and personality measures were intercorrelated in predictable ways, decreasing the likelihood that correlates were biased by peculiarities of our subject population.

Correlations between membership in the maximin and compromise groups and personality, political, and demographic variables were performed to determine the characteristics of the two groups. The liberal–conservative scale correlated with group membership: Subjects whose rankings were better described by the maximin orientation tended to describe themselves as liberal ($r = -.23$ and $-.39$ in Studies 1 and 2, respectively). In addition, subjects whose rankings were better fit by maximin also tended to be Democrats ($r = .18$ and .33 in Studies 1 and 2, respectively). These results are consistent with the value-guided approach, which predicts that one’s political viewpoint should be related to voting preferences.

Individual subjects were done using the income rankings themselves rather than membership in the maximin and compromise groups. Multiple regression analyses were used to predict social, political, or demographic vari-
ables from rankings of the nine income distributions. The majority of potential correlates were not related to income rankings. Income rankings failed to predict liberalism–conservatism self-report; liberalism–conservatism as determined by policy preferences; Democrat–Republican self-report; endorsement of egalitarianism or proportionalism; rankings of freedom, equality, and prosperity on the Rokeach Value Survey; level of political interest, understanding, and involvement; authoritarianism scores; sex; race or ethnicity; and geographic region of residency. Only income level and degree of valuation of self-respect on the Rokeach Value Survey were significantly related to rankings of income distributions. The more highly one valued self-respect, the less one preferred distributions placing individuals below the poverty line \(R^2 = .27\) and \(.39\) in Studies 1 and 2, respectively. The lower one's socioeconomic status, the more likely one favored high-equality income distributions \(R^2 = .29\) in Study 1). Those predicting a higher future income exhibited a greater preference for the original distribution and a greater aversion to the high-equality but low- and moderate-efficiency distributions \(R^2 = .40\) in Study 2). These results suggest that even using the hypothetical society paradigm, it was not possible to eliminate self-interest effects completely.

In Study 3, the moderate-meritocracy condition produced the greatest political polarization of voting strategies. There were consistently powerful relationships between political ideology and voting over a range of measures in this condition: Those endorsing egalitarian attitudes were more likely to vote for high- and moderate-equality distributions than those endorsing proportionality (equity and individualism) attitudes \(R^2 = .63\). Those labeling themselves conservative voted more often for high-efficiency distributions than did those who labeled themselves liberal \(R^2 = .65\), as was also the case for those labeling themselves Republican versus Democrat \(R^2 = .66\). Finally, those endorsing more conservative policies were more likely to vote for high-efficiency distributions, whereas those endorsing more liberal policies were more likely to vote for high-equality distributions \(R^2 = .67\). Comparatively, little ideological differentiation occurred in the low- and high-meritocracy conditions: There were no relations between individual attributes and voting preference in the low-meritocracy condition. There was only one significant relationship in the high-meritocracy condition, that between the Democrat–Republican self-placement and voting: Democrats voted less for high-efficiency and low- to moderate-equality distributions than Republicans \(R^2 = .50\). No other measure of ideology was significantly tied to a particular pattern of voting in the high-meritocracy condition.

**Summary**

With regard to Study 1, the overwhelming majority of individuals used an egalitarian or Rawlsian approach, itself an "egalitarian" method in that improvement of the lot of the least fortunate is of first concern. This approach best captured the voting behavior of 73% of the subjects. Use of these strategies was reliably predicted from information about political ideology, a finding consistent with the value-guided perspective. Although the compromise principle performed less well than the maximin principle, both theories correctly predicted that distributions placing individuals below the poverty line would be least favored. Furthermore, support for the compromise principle increased as the level of meritocracy increased.

Study 2 demonstrated that support for the maximin strategy was not merely an artifact of the income distributions used in the voting comparisons, more specifically, that a ceiling effect on concern for the welfare of the upper class was not responsible for the support demonstrated for the maximum theory. Once again, the compromise orientation gained predictive power as meritocracy increased. This increase in support for compromise continued in Study 3, in which subjects shifted from a maximin strategy that remained dominant in the low- and moderate-meritocracy conditions to a compromise between maximizing efficiency and ensuring that all were above the poverty line in the high-meritocracy condition. Finally, uncertainty about how to vote in the moderate-meritocracy condition was resolved along political lines, with more liberal subjects displaying a powerful preference for distributions of greater equality and more conservative subjects displaying a powerful preference for distributions of greater efficiency.

**Discussion**

Rawls's (1971) maximin principle of justice received impressive support at low and medium levels of meritocracy in the hypothetical studies. People adopted this societal decision rule to a greater extent than the compromise rule whenever they believed effort and rewards were only loosely related. When meritocracy increased in a within-subjects design, Boulding's (1962) compromise theory best predicted resolutions of the equality-efficiency trade-offs.

This support for maximin is in direct contrast to past experi-
Greenberg and Cohen (1982) argued, "without knowing the outcomes are perfectly correlated. Although we can only speculate about the reasons people have for their allocations, we cannot know egalitarian values should be a priority to justice researchers. As and that concern might have motivated maximin preferences, a of "moral satisfaction" (Kahneman & Knetsch, in press). A late about the possible answers here, understanding the motiva-
hard-working individuals had unjustly fallen into the lowest fourth possibility is that subjects were concerned that some uses would be more emotionally rewarding, a better purchaser humanitarian as opposed to utilitarian and market-based val-
future incomes for themselves preferred the maximin princi-
ianism such as Rawls's (1971) that does not favor equality purely for the sake of equality was predictive of individuals' behavior at low levels of meritocracy. In addition, both the maximin and compromise arguments predicted that distributions in which people fell below the poverty line would be least favored irrespective of the efficiency or inequality of these distributions, as they indeed were, and both orientations outperformed the value-guided orientation, which was neutral on the role of the poverty line in trade-offs. This point reinforces earlier findings that subjects have a deep aversion to allowing people to fall below the poverty line (e.g., Alves & Rossi, 1978; Mellers, 1982), even if people at the bottom "deserve" it because they are not working hard. Any descriptive theory of justice must take this well-replicated fact into account.

All other things being equal, fulfillment of humanitarian (social welfare) concerns may be seen as being more imperative and legitimate than the rewarding of hard work and effort associated with equity and market principles. The precise nature of subjects' concern for the lowest class is, however, unclear. One possible explanation may reside in an "original fear" of falling into the lowest class, as Rawls (1971) posited, and relatively in economic self-interest (note that subjects who predicted lower future incomes for themselves preferred the maximin principle). A second possible explanation is that subjects might have hoped to minimize the envy and hostility of the lowest class. A third possibility is that subjects anticipated that endorsement of humanitarian as opposed to utilitarian and market-based values would be more emotionally rewarding, a better purchaser of "moral satisfaction" (Kahneman & Knetsch, in press). A fourth possibility is that subjects were concerned that some hard-working individuals had unjustly fallen into the lowest class (still a 10% chance in even the most meritocratic society) and that concern might have motivated maximin preferences, a possibility testable in a hypothetical society in which effort and outcomes are perfectly correlated. Although we can only speculate about the possible answers here, understanding the motiva-
tional and functional underpinnings of humanitarian and egalitarian values should be a priority to justice researchers. As Greenberg and Cohen (1982) argued, "without knowing the reasons people have for their allocations, we cannot know whether we have learned anything about their understandings of, or their adherence to, norms of justice" (p. 456).

Support for Boulding's (1962) theory at high levels of meri-
tocracy illustrates that people do not always place predominant concern on the welfare of the lowest class. When merit-based achievement is well established (and as it was made especially salient in a within-subjects design), rankings were better described by Boulding's compromise theory. Inequality becomes more acceptable as people are better rewarded for their efforts.

Support for the value-guided orientation also appeared in all three studies. In Studies 1 and 2, political opinions correlated with group membership in predictable ways. Republicans and self-identified conservatives tended to prefer income distributions in a manner better fit by the less egalitarian, compromise orientation. Those who valued equality and wanted to help the needy had income rankings better described by the maximin theory. These results suggest that political opinions correlate with preferences for various income distributions. In Study 3, support for the value-guided perspective was predicated on situational ambiguity. Attitudinal and personality differences were generally overridden by the situational manipulations of meri-
tocracy, equality, efficiency, and the poverty line, with the conspicuous exception of the moderate-meritocracy condition. Here, we found profound differences in distributive strategy according to political ideology in accordance with the value-guided orientation. Those on the left opted for equality; those on the right opted for efficiency. Moreover, the magnitude of the relationship between political ideology and distributive strategy was startlingly strong in the moderate-meritocracy condition, with measured individual differences in political viewpoint explaining between 50% and 67% of the total variance (far in excess of the regression results in other conditions and experiments reported here and far in excess of the usual predictive power for measures of ideology). When confronted with the meritocratic equivalent of the "glass half full or empty," liberals apparently focused on the empty portion (i.e., half of the time, the economic fates of people in the hypothetical soci-
ety are determined by arbitrary and capricious forces outside of the individual's control) and conservatives on the full portion (i.e., half of the time, the economic fates of people faithfully reflect their talents and efforts to succeed). As a result, there was an unusually sharp ideological polarization of judgments. The bitter policy battles between liberals and conservatives in the real world spilled into the laboratory.

One possibility for future work is whether, although liberals and conservatives both support the ill-defined ideal of equality (McClosky & Zaller, 1984), they disagree deeply over how exactly this idea should be interpreted and implemented (cf. Forg

agas, Morris, & Furnham, 1982; Furnham, 1986; Heaven, 1990; Iyengar, 1989; Lewis & Furnham, 1986; Verba & Orren, 1985). Liberals and conservatives may subscribe to differing lay theories about economic incentives and their impact on equality and efficiency, lay theories that, in turn, imply radically different political and economic policies. The exclusive focus here on predetermined outcomes might have obscured the impact of these ideologically grounded theories of how societies work. Our paradigm was well-equipped to examine the underlying values of liberals and conservatives but ill-equipped to examine the impact of conflicting causal theories on conceptions of justice.
This ability to isolate value judgments is at once a strength and a weakness. It is difficult to obtain value judgments uncontaminated by real-world concerns. People rarely encounter situations in which they are told with certainty what the consequences of pursuing particular values will be. People also rarely make decisions in which they are completely insulated from the consequences of their choices. In everyday policy debates, liberals and conservatives may disagree because (a) they hold differing causal theories of economic growth, with liberals maintaining that little inequality is sufficient to motivate people to save, work hard, and exhibit entrepreneurial creativity and conservatives maintaining that large inequality is necessary to motivate the same (wealth-generation) behavior; (b) they harbor different interests and concerns, with liberals fearing that they may one day fall to the bottom of the economic pecking order and conservatives fearing that oppressive taxation will prevent them from enjoying the fruits of their labor; (c) they subscribe to different values, with liberals placing greater importance on equality than efficiency and with conservatives doing the opposite (see Tetlock & Mitchell, in press). The current paradigm not only allows us to eliminate explanatory Alternatives (A) and (B), it allows us to specify when Alternative (C) possesses the greatest and weakest explanatory power (under conditions of moderate and low meritocracy, respectively). Surprising though it may sound, our research provides the most unambiguous experimental evidence to date that disagreements between liberals and conservatives are rooted not just in different assumptions about how to promote economic growth or in different conceptions of their self-interest but in fundamental values.

The internal validity strengths of the experiments reported here—their power to disentangle the influence of lay causal theories of economics from guiding values as well as to distance subjects from their self-interests—was, however, purchased at the price of reduced realism. Subjects were confronted by an admittedly artificial situation. Moreover, although we recruited subjects from two different locales who represented the gamut of political views, the data gathered still represent only the opinions of college students; the complexity of our experimental paradigm simply did not lend itself to survey research on representative samples. There is, however, no compelling reason to predict for other subject populations systematic divergences from the patterns of responding found here. The values of equality and efficiency are well represented throughout the American adult population, and research suggests that no single trade-off orientation predominates when middle-aged adults in the workforce confront “the big trade-off” (see Hochschild, 1981; McClosky & Zaller, 1984; Verba & Orren, 1985).

Limitations notwithstanding, our research breaks new ground. It represents a systematic effort to explore how ordinary people reason through much-discussed conflicts between equality and efficiency at a societal level. The results reveal that although people often respond like Rawlsians, there are important individual-differences and situational qualifications. The more meritocratic the society, the more people shifted from the maximin decision rule to Boulding’s (1962) compromise formula (especially in the within-subjects design). The more conservative the respondents, the more likely they were to act in accord with Boulding’s theory (especially when there was maximum ambiguity about meritocracy). Taken together, these results suggest that the research context can play a key role in priming competing conceptions of justice. In its strong form, this argument suggests that judgments of social justice have a cybernetic component that makes them responsive to shifting features of the social order and that ensures that no one position will be dominant for long (cf. March & Olsen, 1989). If this is the case, one would expect predictable shifts in distributive strategies as different beliefs about justice and governance are primed. Indeed, given the proper conditions, it may well be possible to move the majority of people hack and forth between highly egalitarian and highly individualistic conceptions of justice, although our findings as well as those of others suggest that the poverty line constrains the acceptability of inequality. Egalitarian norms may be activated by emphasizing procedural unfairness (e.g., discriminatory workings of the market; correlation of socioeconomic status with race, ethnicity, sex, religion), the role of chance and arbitrary factors in making people rich or poor, and the human suffering that occurs among the poor (i.e., the power of the emotionally charged label poverty line; the persuasive force of photographs and vivid stories that capture the plight of the poor). Norms of individualism, on the other hand, may be activated by highlighting the restrictions on personal economic freedom that redistribution and market regulation require, by emphasizing the degree of freedom and control people possess, and by invoking the imagery of free riders (welfare cheats) and chronic dependency on taxpayer-funded handouts.

From this perspective, inconsistency is not automatically evidence of hypocrisy. People simply have a hard time reconciling their conflicting concerns in a changing world. Justice is not a stable, well-defined ideal end-state toward which people purposefully move; rather, it is a dynamic, ever-shifting equilibrium between the excesses of too little regulation on the one hand and too much on the other. To paraphrase William Blake’s Proverbs of Heaven and Hell, we never know we’ve had enough (equality or efficiency in this case) until we’ve had more than enough.
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Hypothetical Society Instructions

The following are the verbatim instructions given to subjects in the high-meritocracy condition.

Ideal Societies Assessment Project

Please read the paragraphs below and then go on to the next pages. If you have any questions during the experiment, please ask. It is important that you read all of the description below, understand what you have read, and keep the information in mind as you finish the questionnaire. You may refer back to the directions and description throughout the experiment while answering questions on later pages.

As you read the following paragraphs, imagine that you are an outside observer to the society described. Your task is not to imagine yourself as a member of any specific social class in Alpha; instead, we wish you to consider how societal conditions in Alpha are related to the whole range of social classes in Alpha. We are interested in your ideas about how society as a whole should be organized when your personal interests are not at stake.

Society Alpha

Alpha is a self-governed society. The people of Alpha come from a variety of racial and ethnic backgrounds. There is a broad variety of unskilled, technical, and professional jobs within Alpha. Average annual incomes for four-person families range from $12,000 for the lowest 25% of the families, $22,000 for the next 25% of the families, $42,000 for the third 25% of the families, and $82,000 for the top 25% of the families. The poverty line in Alpha is $10,000, meaning that this amount of money will provide basic needs of food, shelter, clothing, and health services. Approximately 10% of four-person families in Alpha are at or below the poverty line.

Careful studies have shown that the income distribution in Alpha is overwhelmingly the result of individual effort and ability (i.e., individual effort and ability are excellent predictors of socioeconomic status in Alpha; determining 90% of financial outcomes). Those persons willing to work hard, take some risks, and invest time and effort to acquire skills that other people value have a very good chance of increasing their earning power (this applies to persons of all classes). Although it may take some time to rise from the poorest class to the wealthiest, and it may require "paying your dues" through tedious and time-consuming labor, anyone can achieve the top-paying jobs (and many have in fact done this). On the other hand, those persons unwilling to work hard rarely rise in the social system because incomes in Alpha are so dependent on individual effort investment. People must exert considerable effort just to stay in place and maintain their financial status; otherwise, harder working or more talented people from lower classes will take their places. In short, people in Alpha have an excellent chance of getting ahead when they work hard to do so. People are really only limited by how willing they are to work.

The government of Alpha is considering ways to restructure its society. Government officials are most concerned about how these changes will affect the level of equality and the standard of living in Alpha, with certain politicians more concerned about income equality and others more concerned about prosperity, or the overall standard of living in Alpha. Consequently, no consensus has been reached, and the government is still debating what policies to pursue. Econometric studies have demonstrated (beyond reasonable doubt) the exact effects the various proposed policies would have on prosperity and equality in Alpha. Advocates of the different policies do not disagree over the factual issues (what consequences would follow from the different policies); they disagree over the moral and value issues at stake (which set of consequences—more prosperity or more equality—is more desirable).

We would now like you to compare income distributions (expressed in U.S. dollars) that would result from the government's proposed policies. We will give you the income distributions that would result from the various policies—according to the results of the econometric studies—and ask you to judge which distribution you would vote for if you were a member of the government of Alpha. As you make your choices, keep in mind the information about Alpha (e.g., about the poverty line and about the determinants of economic outcomes). In other words, given what you know about Alpha, we are going to ask you how you think the income distribution in Alpha should be restructured, if at all. You will be confronted with the same problems that members of Alpha's government are, namely, how to choose between these policies that emphasize equality and prosperity. You will have to decide what kind of income structure you think is best for Alpha as it is now.

There are eight new distributions, plus we would like you to consider the original distribution. That means you will be making 36 pairwise comparisons between all of the combinations of the distributions. Here is an example:

Say that Policy A produces the left income distribution and that Policy B produces the right income distribution. Policy A would restructure Alpha's income distribution so that the lowest class receives an average of $13,000, the second class receives an average of $23,000, and so on for the third and fourth classes. Policy B would restructure Alpha's income distribution so that the lowest class receives an average of $9,000, the second class receives an average of $19,000, and so on for the third and fourth classes. Your task will be to judge which income distribution is best for Alpha by voting for one of the distributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Policy A</th>
<th>Policy B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowest class</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second class</td>
<td>23,000</td>
<td>19,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third class</td>
<td>35,000</td>
<td>39,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth class</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>79,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given what you know about Alpha, which distribution would you vote for if you were a member of the government of Alpha? Circle your preference.
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